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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.17 Frontier One 
 
Frontier One is a non-distance sensitive, outbound, flat rated switched service option. 
Frontier One customers may originate an intrastate call by dialing 1 plus an area code 
(where necessary) and the desired telephone number.  An optional travel card is also 
available to Frontier One customers. 
 
Frontier One service is a non-distance sensitive, flat rated 24 hours a day seven days a 
week service. 
 
The customers total monthly use of Frontier One service is charged at the per minute rate 
set forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule, following. Frontier One calls are billed in one 
minute increments, with a one minute minimum for each call.  Any fraction of an 
increment is rounded up to the next whole increment. 

 
2.5.18 PriorityPlan 

 
PriorityPlan is a long distance switched and dedicated service which provides customers 
with single per minute rates for both their inbound (8XX) and outbound (1+) usage. 
 
PriorityPlan switched and dedicated calls are non-distance sensitive, usage based, and 
flat rated. 
 
The applicable per minute rates are set forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule of this tariff, 
and are based on the PriorityPlan service plan selected.  PriorityPlan switched inbound 
and outbound calls are billed in six second increments with a thirty second minimum for 
each call.  PriorityPlan dedicated inbound and outbound calls are billed in six second 
increments with an eighteen second minimum for each call.  Any fraction of an increment 
is rounded up to the next whole increment. 
 
PriorityPlan customers may subscribe to either a one year or two year term plan.  A per 
minute base rate set forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule of this tariff, is applicable to both 
the switched and dedicated service plans.  There are Minimum Monthly Usage Levels 
(MMUL) required for each (switched, dedicated) term plan option. Beginning with the 
customer’s second invoice, and for the remaining months of any term plan commitment, 
the customer will be charged the difference between the gross account usage and the 
MMUL if the gross usage is less than the MMUL.  The MMUL and applicable discounted 
per minute rates are set forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule of this tariff. 
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